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Abstract

The contribution of tuna and tuna-like fishery tend to increase if their quantity supply optimum of the products to the potential markets. The objective of this study is to analyze the optimum quantity supply of tuna and tuna-like products in Indonesia. The study conducted on October 2012 to September 2013 in the potential area of production of tuna and tuna-like in Indonesia (Bitung-North Celebes, Ternate-North Mollucas, Ambon-Mollucas, and Sorong-West Papua). Analysis of Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) applied to analyze the optimum quantity of tuna and tuna-like fisheries in every players to minimize the total cost (TC) periodically. The result shown that tuna and tuna-like players in potential area have to produce in optimum quantity and control the availability. The optimum quantity of supply in Ternate and Sorong respectively occurred 36,000 kg/order and 40,000 kg/order for fresh tuna, 30,000 kg/order and 40,000 kg/order for fresh mackerel, and 30,000 kg/order and 36,000 kg/order for fresh mackerel. Smoked fish of skipjack in average 263 kg/order (Bitung and Ternate), and for boiled mackerel 583 kg/order (Ambon and Sorong). Tuna loin was 26,667 kg/order (Bitung and Ambon), for katsuobushi 21,429 kg/order (Bitung) and 18,750 kg/order (Ambon), sashimi in range of 20,000 packs/order (Bitung), and for canned tuna was approximately 30,000 cans/order (Bitung). The optimum quantities of supply for frozen tuna, mackerel, and skipjack in the potential areas (Ambon and Sorong) respectively were 68,571 kg/order, 60,000 kg/order, and 60,000 kg/order.
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1. Introduction

In Indonesia, fisheries resources particularly tuna and tuna-like are the potential and important for the development of national economy and people welfare (Indonesian Government Act. No. 31 of 2004 on Fisheries, as amended by Act No. 45 of 2009). The resources are expected to provide significant contributions to the provision of food security, especially for animal protein, as well as one important source of revenue in the potential production area. To utilize the resources for people welfare purposes, Indonesia promoting the policy to develop of tuna and tuna-like production and marketing.

In the country, tuna and tuna-like resources available in Banda sea, Mollucas, Flores, celebes, Indian ocean, Northern part of Papua, Norther part of Aceh, western part of Sumatera, southern part of Jawa, northern part of celebes, Tomini bay, dan Halmahera. The production of tuna and tuna alike in the country tend to increase annually [12].

Currently, tuna and tuna alike production develop in the country with several kind of products such as fresh, frozen, tuna loins, sashimi, smoked tuna, canned tuna, and boiled tuna which is produce in central fisheries area such as Bitung, Ternate, Ambon and Sorong. The products well developed in the area and tend to increase annually since 2009 to 2011 respectively from 945,121 to 974,011 ton [12]. Its activities contribute to the job creation and gain the people income. In general, the fisheries sector in Indonesia contribute a direct job of 5.35 million people and off site of fisheries reach to 10.7 million people [13].

The strong business competition impact of the globalization and the implementation of free trade change the business paradigm from comparative advantage to competitive advantage that forces the entrepreneur to operate the right strategies. Its phenomenon derives to the business players to refocus to the strategic position and adapted to the environment change. Its applied to the generally objectives of construction of the business entity [19]. The strong competition in tuna and tuna-like business implicated to the players to pay attention in every value chain in every step of production. This environment is force to the players to analyze the value chain.

Value chain analysis is to identify the strategies to create the differentiation through value development [15]. Furthermore, value chain analysis is a concept approach to improve the activities and to increase the value of products in maximum in the supply chain to the consumers [17]. The value of the products is reach to the high value if the quantity supply was optimum. In addition, according to the scientists, the general category of value chain is improvement of the activities in organization [1].

On the other hand, supply quantity and value chain depend on the condition and management due to the production and marketing as a main activity in value chain and guarantee the supply of the goods/materials in every chain at the end of the market destination. In the activity of tuna and tuna-like production, producers/fishermen/processors not only to supply that they have to produce but have to supply also the demand of the consumers [8]. In the other circumstance, supply and value chain analysis is the strategy to decrease the cost to improve the value of the products and the benefit with vertical and horizontal coordination [17].
The tuna and tuna-like fishery in the region can be increased if their quantity supply to the potential markets are optimum. Its condition not only the positive impact for regional revenue but also decreasing the total cost of the players that encourage the local producers and contribute to the stronger of the value chain of tuna and tuna-like fisheries in the region. The study conducted to analyze the optimum quantity supply of tuna and tuna-like products in Indonesia.

2. Methods

The study conducted on October 2012 to September 2013 in the potential area production of tuna and tuna alike (Bitung-North Celebes, Ternate-North Mollucas, Ambon-Mollucas, ans Sorong-West Papua). Primary and secondary data on value chain tuna and tuna-like fisheries in the region were collected to analyze. The primary data are related to the supply quantity of tuna and tuna-like fisheries activities which is consist of the demand, product’s order, price, storage cost, products order per period (frequency), and booking fees (administration fee, communication, shipping, and other). The data collected by interviewing respondents that direct involve in tuna and tuna-like business (fishermen, fish processors, retailers, wholesalers/gatherers, and exporters), and indirect stakeholders, such as official government from Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries, Department of Industry and Trade, Department of Transportation, and fisheries society. Number of respondents was approximately 5-10% of the total tuna and tuna-like players in every region. The secondary data were collected through literature review, studies related to the subject of assessment and reports activities at the relevant institutions.

Analysis of Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) applied to the players to analyze the optimum quantity of tuna and tuna-like fisheries to minimize the total cost (TC) in every period. The order period indicated weekly, monthly, and annually. It is considered necessary, for fisheries stakeholders (fishermen, processors, retailers, wholesalers/gatherers, and exporters) in each chain of tuna and tuna-like fisheries have better profits. In order, the supply chain becomes stable and develop. According to [4], the total cost is the sum of ordering costs (OC) and storage costs (holding costs or HC).

Ordering cost (OC) is the cost incurred for ordering tuna and tuna-like fishery products which covers the cost of administration, communication, shipping, etc. Ordering cost formulated by a mathematical equation:

\[ OC = n.Co = \frac{D}{Q}.C0 \]

where:

\( OC \) = ordering cost per period (units/period)

\( n \) = frequency of tuna and tuna alike products orders per period (time/period)

\( Co \) = cost of each order frequency (IDR/times)

\( D \) = demand for tuna and tuna alike product per period (units/period)
Q = number of tuna and tuna alike products order (units/ time)

Storage cost (holding cost/HC) represents cost incurred for ordering tuna and tuna-like products which includes the interest on the invested money, the cost incurred for the modernization of machinery and equipment, the cost for preparing the room, security and insurance costs, etc. Storage cost (holding costs/HC) formulated by the following mathematical equation:

\[ HC = \left( \frac{Q}{2} \right) \cdot p \cdot Ch \]

where:

HC = holding costs or storage costs (IDR/period)

\( Q / 2 \) = average of tuna and tuna alike products order (units)

p = price of tuna and tuna-like product order (IDR/unit)

Ch = cost of holding for the tuna and tuna-like products before being released to the next market (% of orders per period)

The total cost (TC) incurred by any fisheries stakeholders in each chain of tuna and tuna-like fishery can be formulated by a mathematical equation:

\[ TC = OC + HC \]

The quantity of tuna and tuna-like product supply which causes total cost per period of issuance to be minimum (cheapest) or called the optimum quantity of supply \((Q^*)\) formulated by the mathematical equation as follows:

\[ Q^* = \sqrt{\frac{2D \cdot Co}{p \cdot Ch}} \]

3. Results and Discussions

3.1 Results

In Indonesia, fresh tuna and tuna-like are not only demanded by public consumers, but also as a raw material of processing plant. The fish produce by fisherimen in the region seasonally. The analysis of the relationship between the order frequency with cost that affected the optimum quantity of supply for fresh tuna and tuna-like products in potential areas are important for sustainable of business (Figure 1).

According to this finding, the ordering cost (OC) and holding cost (HC) were intersected at a specific frequency order. This condition occurred to the minimum of annual total inventory cost (TC), and optimum supply quantity of fresh tuna and tuna-like products. In fresh tuna products activity, the total inventory cost (TC) minimum when the order frequency was 10 times/year (TC = IDR 45 million) in Ternate and 9 times/year (TC = IDR 231 million).
IDR 48.4 million) in Sorong. The result assessment obtained optimum quantity of supply \( (Q^*) \) for fresh tuna products in Ternate and Sorong approximately 36,000 kg/order and 40,000 kg/order respectively.

(a) Fresh Yellow-Fin Tuna in Ternate                         (b) Fresh Mackerel in Ternate

(c) Fresh Skipjack in Ternate              (d) Fresh Yellow-Fin Tuna in Sorong

(e) Fresh Yellow-Fin Tuna in Sorong                           (f) Fresh Skipjack in Sorong

Figure 1: Relationship of order frequency and cost which affected the optimum quantity of supply of fresh tuna and tuna-like products

The optimum quantities of supply for mackerel products, in the range of 30,000 kg/order in Ternate and 40,000 kg/order in Sorong that obtained when the frequency of each order 4 times/year \( (TC = IDR 16.5 \text{ million}) \) in...
Ternate, and 3 times/year (TC = IDR 17.8 million) in Sorong. Continuing for fresh skipjack tuna products, its optimum quantity of supply 30,000 kg/order in Ternate, and approximately 36,000 kg/order in Sorong that obtained when the frequency of each order 6 times/year (TC = IDR 25,875,000) in Ternate, and 5 times/year (TC = IDR 27.85 million) in Sorong. Currently, the total inventory cost incurred by the tuna and tuna-like fisheries business, both for fresh mackerel product, and the fresh skipjack tuna is high. Its phenomenon due to the supply of tuna and skipjack mainly conducted in small scale, while the costs remain similar. In the future, the businesses have to grouped into fresh mackerel and skipjack product delivery that the quantity supply of products can be optimized each time, and the delivery frequency more frequent.

3.1.1 Supply Quantity of tuna and tuna-like Products for Household Scale

In Eastern part of Indonesia, business of tuna products dominated run in household-scale such as smoked skipjack, and boiled mackerel. Potential areas for smoked skipjack are Bitung and Ternate, in order the potential areas of boiled mackerel are Ternate and Ambon. The order frequency and cost are affected the optimum quantity of supply for smoked skipjack and boiled mackerel products in the potential areas (Figure 2).

Optimum supply quantity of smoked skipjack occured when the order frequency 4 times/week in Bitung and Ternate with the total supply 263 kg/order. Total inventory cost and total inventory cost occurred minimum respectively when order frequency 4 times/week the cost of IDR 826,563 in Bitung, and IDR 906,563 in Ternate.

The optimum quantity of supply (Q *) of boiled mackerel was 583 kg/order, both in Ambon and Sorong, obtained when the frequency of order 3 times/week. Its affected the weekly total inventory cost (TC) minimum in both potential areas respectively, i.e. IDR 376,667, and IDR 361,667.

3.1.2 Supply Quantity of tuna and tuna-like Products for Industrial Scale

Among eight tuna and tuna-like products produced in Eastern part of Indonesia, tuna loin, katsuobushi, canned tuna, sashimi, and frozen tuna and tuna alike were produced at industrial scale. The tuna and tuna-like products are widely intended to meet large-scale demand by local, regional and international consumers. Tuna loin and katsuobushi were potentially produced in Bitung and Ambon, sashimi and canned tuna in Bitung, while frozen tuna and tuna alike in Ambon and Sorong.

Each potential area has characteristics and particular strategic value in the distribution and ordering of products due to the total inventory cost indirectly determine the optimum quantity of supply for tuna and tuna-like product. Its obtained that the relationship between frequency and cost which affects the optimum quantity of supply of tuna loin products, katsuobushi, canned tuna and sashimi occurred in the region. The optimum quantity supply of tuna loin (Q *) 26,667 kg/order, both in Bitung and Ambon, obtained when the order frequency 9 times/year. furthermore, its order frequency incentive to the total annual inventory cost for tuna loin to the minimum approximately IDR 117,242,000 and IDR 112,742,000 in Bitung and Ambon, respectively.
Figure 2: Relationship between order frequency and cost which affects the optimum quantity of supply of smoked skipjack and boiled mackerel.

The optimum quantity supply of katsuobushi are 21,429 kg/order in Bitung, and 18,750 kg/order in Ambon. The optimum quantity of supply occurred when order frequency 7 times/year in Bitung, and 8 times/year in Ambon (Figure 3) that indicated the minimum of total annual inventory cost (IDR 49.7 million and IDR 46.968.750, respectively in Bitung and Ambon). While for sashimi product, its optimum quantity of supply (Q *) in the potential area (Bitung) approximatelly 10,000 kg/order or 20,000 pack/order (1 pack = 500 g) (Appendix 17), which occurred at an order frequency 6 times/year. At this frequency, the annual total inventory cost (TC) for sashimi product would be minimum (IDR 28.17 million). In order for canned tuna product, its optimum quantity of supply (Q *) in Bitung 3,000 kg/order or 30,000 cans/order (1 can = 100 g), occurred at an order frequency 8 times/year (T = IDR 30.175 million).

The frozen tuna and tuna-like products provided by the fishery in the potential areas (Ambon and Sorong) are frozen tuna, frozen mackerel and frozen skipjack. The analysis result of the order frequency relationship with cost which affects the optimum quantity of supply for the frozen tuna and tuna alike in the potential area is presented in Figure 4. According to this finding, the order frequency of frozen tuna led to a minimum total
inventory cost (TC) when the optimum quantity of supply was 7 times/year. In this order frequency, the optimum quantity of supply (Q*) of frozen tuna in the potential areas become 68,571 kg/order, while the annual total inventory cost (TC) become IDR 109,071,429 in Ambon, and IDR 112,571,429 in Sorong.

Figure 3: Relationship between order frequency with cost that affected the optimum quantity supply of tuna loin products, katsuobushi, canned tuna and sashimi.
For frozen mackerel product, its optimum quantity of supply 60,000 kg/order, both in Ambon and Sorong, occurred at an order frequency of 3 times/year, with minimum annual total inventory cost (TC), i.e. IDR 43.2 million in Ambon, and IDR 44.7 million in Sorong. The optimum quantity of supply ($Q^*$) for frozen skipjack
product also about 60,000 kg/order in two potential areas. However, the value of $Q^*$ occurred at a higher frequency (4 times/year), thus, makes the total inventory cost (TC) for frozen skipjack product annually become IDR 63.3 million and IDR 65.3 million in Ambon in Sorong, respectively.

3.2 Discussion

3.2.1 Urgency of tuna and tuna alike Products Supply Quantity

The optimum quantity of supply is important in establishing a value chain of tuna and tuna-like products. Its supply quantity to guarantee the availability of products in every value chain and to minimize total cost of inventory to fulfill the market demand and gain the margin of the players. In production and marketing level, the optimum supply is required both in production and marketing, and as performance determinant of the business [10]. In production side, raw materials supply affected the performance of the production line that less supply will decrease the performance of production. Opposite, over supply of raw material increasing production cost (storage cost). Furthermore, on marketing activities, the optimum supply of products will ensure the availability of products in the market, minimize the shipping costs/marketing, and competitive prices.

Tuna and tuna-like players in potential area have to produce in optimum quantity and control the availability. According to the researcher, the optimum quantity of supply not only direct benefit to the players but also to ensure the availability of the products in the markets and the subsequent fishery businesses chain can meet optimum raw material, particularly for fresh tuna supply [16]. In Ternate and Sorong, fresh tuna supply obtained at the number of 36,000 kg/orders and 40,000 kg/order with order frequency respectively 10 times/year, and 9 time/years. In order, its optimum supply of raw material indicated to minimize the total inventory cost to IDR 45 million and IDR 48.4 million respectively in Ternate and Sorong. Meanwhile, if supply quantity increase by half, the total annual inventory cost occurred higher at IDR 56.25 million in Ternate and IDR 58 million in Sorong. Furthermore, if the supply volume reduced by half, the total annual inventory cost also tend to increase to IDR 48.75 million in Ternate and IDR 52,471,429 in Sorong. The phenomenon of increasing of the total annual inventory cost when the supply increase or decrease have to avoid by the players to maintain their business.

The fluctuation of the quantity of fresh fish products supply directly affected the income of fishermen, the cost of raw materials ordered by the processing business (household and industrial), retailers, wholesalers/collectors and exporters [3 and 5]. For large trader/collector and exporter, change in the quantity of supply increase the storage cost of products (due to the time uncertainty), shipping cost, and decrease consumer trust. It is related to requirement from industries sector that implement the standard not only on product quality but also continuity on raw materials and products. To maintain the business environment on tuna and tuna-like, the government have to support and provide the access of the players to optimum supply quantity in every level of marketing chain such as licence, infrastructure, and retribution tariff or costs proportionally.

In household business scale, the optimum supply quantity of smoked tuna was obtained on 263 kg/order and order frequency 4 times/week to maintain the weekly total inventory cost (TC) in the range IDR 826,563 and
906,563 respectively in Bitung and Ternate. Furthermore, the optimum supply quantity of boiled mackerel in both area maintain at the level 583 kg/order with the frequency 3 times/week. Its supply decreasing the total inventory cost to minimum (IDR 376,667 and 361,667). The condition stated that small business/domestic scale are generally easily influenced by product market conditions, and weak position in product pricing [9]. The condition pursue the government to contribute special attention to small business to increase their bargaining position in tuna and tuna alike marketing chain. In this situation, the government have to guarantee of the market of small scale business through promotion, minimum price, and quality assurance [11].

Contrary in industrial-scale fisheries, the small fluctuation in the number of poduction significantly affected the total cost. Their strong position in pricing of product not affected on increasing total cost that occurred. In industrial scale, if supply the frozen tuna only 64% from optimum supply quantity, their total annual inventory cost increase sharply to IDR 124,000,000.00. Its cost not include labor and other operational cost. Approximately 65 to 68% of the fishing industry in the country are active in the fishing season (5-8 months) [7 and 14]. When off season, some of production line will stop operation but maintenance cost run as usually to maintain the performance of their machinery. It remain not only on the production line, its condition affected also to suspend the labor activities.

Its phenomenon indicated that the optimum quantity of the product supply is necessary to pursued and supported by all parties in accordance with their position and role to avoid the loss and the value chain of tuna and tuna alike in the region contribute to the local economy. Its contribution related to the increasing of the contribution of fisheries sector is by developing a strong marketing network in each potential fishery area, accompanied by sufficient infrastructure and access amenity to the capital for small scale [3 and 18]. And its contribution stressed that the number of fishermen, processors, and retailers who are engaged in tuna and tuna-like fisheries in the region approximatelly 88-91% of the total fishery stakeholders in the country [2 and 6]. Business sustainability of tuna and tuna-like fisheries in assessment area tend to develop to support the value chain.

4. Conclusion

The optimum quantity of supply in Ternate and Sorong respectively occurred 36,000 kg/order and 40,000 kg/order for fresh tuna, 30,000 kg/order and 40,000 kg/order for fresh mackerel, and 30,000 kg/order and 36,000 kg/order for fresh mackerel. Smoked fish of skipjack in average 263 kg/order (Bitung and Ternate), and for boiled mackerel 583 kg/order (Ambon and Sorong). Tuna loin was 26,667 kg/order (Bitung and Ambon), for katsuobushi 21,429 kg/order (Bitung) and 18,750 kg/order (Ambon), sashimi in range of 20,000 packs/order (Bitung), and for canned tuna was approximately 30,000 cans/order (Bitung). The optimum quantities of supply for frozen tuna, mackerel, and skipjack in the potential areas (Ambon and Sorong) respectively were 68,571 kg/order, 60,000 kg/order, and 60,000 kg/order.

Tuna and tuna-like fisheries in the region continued to develop and contribute to the local economy and people welfare improvement when their optimum quantity supply sustain and the number of the products maintain available in all season.
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